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Letters, Notes, and Answers

All communications in regard to editorTial business should be
-addressed to THE EDITOR, BRITISk MEDICAL JOURNAL, B.M.A.
HOUSE, T'AVISIOLK SQUARE, W.C.l.

ORiGINAL ARTiCLES and LETTERS forwarded for publication
are understood to be offered to the British Medical Journal alone,
unless the cointrary be stated. Cor-respondents who wish notice
to be taken of their communications should authenticate them
with their names, not necessarily for publication.

Authors desiring REPRINTS of their articles published in the
British Medical Jourawl must communicate with the Secretary,
B.M.A. House, Tavistock Square, W.C.1, on receipt of proofs.
Authors over-seas should indicate on MSS. if reprints are
requir-ed, as proofs are not sent abroad.

ADVERTISEMENTS.-All communications should be addressed
to the Advertisement Manager (office hours 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.).
Orders for copies of the Jouirnal and communications with
reference to subscr-iptionis should be addressed to the Secretary,
B.M.A. House.

The TELEPHIONE NUMBER of the British Medical Association and
the British Medical Jouirnzal is EUSTON 2111.

The TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESSES are
EDITOR OF THE BRITlSH MEDICAL JOURNAL, Aitiology

Wesicent, London.
SECRETARY, Medisecra Westcett, London.

The address of the B.M.A. Scottish Office is 7, Drumsheugh
Gardens, Edinburgh (telegrams: Associate, Edinburgh; tele-
phone 24361 Edinburghi), and of the Office of the Cumann
Doctfliri na h-F-ireann (I.M.A. and B.M.A.), 95, Merrion Square,
W., Dublin (telephone 62550 Dublin).

QUERIES AND ANSWERS

A Historic X-ray Apparatus
Dr. R. T. GUNTHER, Curator of the Museum of the History of

Science, Old Ashmolean, Oxford, announced in the Times of
November 10 that his museum had lately received a portable
x-ray apparatus of outstanding historic importance, for it was
probably the first outfit of the kind to be placed at the disposal
of army surgeons in war. In 1898 Captain E. G. Spencer-
Churchill, then an undergraduate at Magdalen College, acquired
a Wimnshurst electrical machine, x-ray tube, and fluorescent
screen, with which he showed his friends the bones in their
hands. When, in 1900, he went out to serve in the South
African War his x-ray equipment went out too, and was the
only one then available in South Africa. Dr. Gunther would
like to know from our readers whether there is any army
record of an earlier x-ray apparatus being used in military
surgery.

Fractured Femur in the Field
Dr. BERNARD CHAVASSE writes from Liverpool: The method of

treatment referred to by your correspondents Dr. W. R. Wilson
(B.M.J., October 28, p. 896) and " D. W." (B.M.J., November
18, p. 1028), who alludes to the description of it by Major J. B.
Fotheringham (Journal of the Royal Army Medical Corps,
March, 1939), is that which appeared under my name in your
issue of October 5, 1918. I feel honoured that this method,
which was slowly evolved under the conditions for which it
was designed, has met with such distinguished and recent
approval. The method is not a rival to the Thomas or any other
proper splint. It is for application at the site of the casualty-
separated from the regimental aid post (where a Thomas splint
may be available) by what is apt to be a terribly long and rough
journey. Only a stretcher and two stretcher slings are required.
The rifle gives additional support.

Hygiene of Rubber Boots
"M.R.C.S." writes with reference to the inquiry by " Registered

Medical Auxiliary " about a foot powder for soldiers wearing
rubber Wellingtons: For the last forty years I have used rubber
boots for all my shooting and fishing (except when wading).
Blistering is prevented by making the feet a close fit in the boot
by wearing two pairs of socks, or a pair of socks over stockings.
This seems to prevent the feet getting over-hot in hot weather,
and keeps them much warmer in cold. I also use an inner sole
cut out of a thin sheet of cork. This sole can be taken out and
dried after use. Of course the socks should be changed and
dried-at any rate the outer pair, which seem to absorb most of
the moisture. The boots need drying inside as far as possible.
No doubt these precauLtions could not be taken in the field, but
some form of inner sole and an extra pair of socks should do
away with most of the risk of discomfort or injury to the feet.
Any powder would probably form a cake with the sweat.

Obesity after Childbirth
G. W. G." writes: Can any reader give me advice regarding a
woman patient aged 30, who weighs nearly 16 st. (height
5 ft. 6 in.)? One year ago she had a child, and since that
event has put on tl st. The breasts are still full of milk,
although the child has been weaned' for- ten month-s. She eats
moderately and avoids most fattening foods. Apart from getting
somewhat easily tired and being very worried about her figure'
she enjoys good health.

Muscular Twitchings
",H." writes: Can any of your readers suggest a treatment likely

to contr-ol general twitching of the muscles-sometimes affecting
all the muscles of the body? Calcium and parathyroid, luminal,
and chloretone have been tried without effect. The patient is
80 years old.

Income Tax
Husband and Wife

"DELTA " has been called up for military service, and his wife,'
who is in the A.T.S., has also been called up, and is stationed
some distance away. Can he claim that they are legally separated
so far as income tax liability is concerned?

*** No. The precise point has not been before the courts,
but the general argument in Eadie v. Commissioners of Inland
Revenue-that absence by reason of duty, business, pleasure, etc.,
does not constitute separation-would be against the claim.
" Delta" is, however, entitled to the additional personal allow-
ance in respect of his wife's earnings-£45 for 1939-40.

Division of Partnership Assessnment
X. took Y. into partnership on a 50 per cent. basis as from April 1,

1939, and the firm's assessment for 1939-40 was based on the
amount of X.'s (sole) practice for 1938-9. Consequently his car
expenses-£305-for that year were deducted in calculating the
assessment, but, of course, no expenses were deducted on Y.'s
account-he was not then in partnership. HoW should the
assessment of Lx be divided between X. and Y.?

*** There is no legal rule -that covers the facts, and the
partners evidently only want an equitable basis for division.
Otr suggestion is as follows. Compute the amount of expenses
Y. will incur corresponding to X.'s £305-we will suppose it is
£150-then add both amounts to Lx and divide equally befor-e
taking off the expenses. The results will be: X.'s share, 1/2 of
(£x + £455) less £305; 'and Y.'s share, 1/2 of (Ex + £455) less
£150. Unless Y.'s estimated expenses are taken into account in
this way he will pay on more and X. on less than fairness
suggests.

LETTERS, NOTES, ETC.
"Foreign Pharmaceutical Products"

Messrs. BALLANTYNE, CLIFFRD AND Co., Solicitors, 120, Fenchurch
Street, E.C.3, write: We have been instructed by our clients,
Messrs. H. R. Napp Limited of 3 and 4, Clements Inn, W.C.2,
to write you with reference to 'the publication in your Jou(rnial of
the booklet issued by the Association of British Chemical Manu-
facturers and the subsequent references to the same appearing in
your issues of November' 4 and 11. Our clients do not feel
that the matter has been dealt with satisfactorily so far as they
are concerned, although they are glad to note and appreciate
your expression of regret for having published- material which
may infringe the registered trade names mentioned in the booklet.
They desire us, however, -to call- your attention to certain matters
which have not been specifically mentioned and without know-
ledge as to which, they feel, ther-e 'is danger of your readers
forming an erroneous view both with regard to them and the
products. We refer to the fact that not only are these
products manufactured by our clients in this country but that
they have been so since their inceptian several years ago, and
that they are and always have been marketed in cartons upon
which is clearly indicated that they are made in England. Our
clients feel sure that you would wish to prevent as far as
possible any injustice to them arising from this unfortunate
publication, and they hope- you will insert this letter.

Corrigendum
The designation of Dr. John Sainsbury was incorrectly given under

his signature at the end of the letter on " A Drop-wrist Splint "

published last week at page 1021. It should have read " Late
Medical Officer in charge Massage and' Electrical Depar-tment,
Special Surgical Military Hospital, Ducane Road."
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